Multi-purpose hand, hair, and body shampoo designed for use in health clubs, YMCAs, schools, factories, shower rooms, and office restrooms. Has a pure, mild cleaning action that works into a rich lather.

**ADVANTAGES**
- pH balanced.
- Produces a rich lather which rinses away quickly.
- Cleans, softens, smooths, and conditions.
- Contains the antiseptic ingredient PCMX (Parachlorometaxylenol).
- Effective in hard or soft water...hot or cold.
- Pleasantly scented. Use in shower rooms and office sinks.
- Very economical.

**DIRECTIONS**
Wet skin. Apply to palm and spread over hands, hair, and entire body. Work up a rich lather. Use more as needed. For richer suds, use more water. Rinse with water.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- **Physical Form**: Pearlized Viscous Liquid
- **Color**: White
- **Scent**: Pina Colada
- **Specific Gravity**: 1.07
- **Viscosity**: 2000 - 5000 cps
- **pH**: 6.0 - 6.5

**WARNING:**
Causes eye irritation.
Keep out of reach of children.

**SHIPPING WEIGHT IN POUNDS:**
Case 4 Plastic Gallons 36.1 pounds